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introduction

My name is Luke Pietrzak and I am a current Senior Visual Communication 

student at Northern Illinois University. The chosen brief that I decided to 

work with is Project 4 Ulysses. Initially, the idea of tackling this prompt sim-

ply stood out to me more than the others and it was an opportunity to work 

with literature within a typographic and design context.
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inspiration

Before beginning any research on Molly Bloom's soliloquy and Ulysses, I had 

to consider printed media that merged design and literature which in turn 

would affect user readibility and comprehension. 

The intention of the project was not to reinvent how typography and litera-

ture interact—being aware that nearly everything, if not everything, within 

the design spectrum has been already been done.

I turned to Mark Z. Danielewski's House of Leaves, which I have read a few 

years prior to this project. This was a major influence on how I chose to 

handle this project and how I am able to justify the typographic decisions I 

have made. Danielewski's book forces the reader to be able to differentiate 

between narrators, physically turn the book, and encounter strange pages 

that would some times just have a single word on them.

VAS: An Opera in Flatland was also shown to me by my Advanced Typogra-

phy professor, Perrin Stamatis.
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inspiration

house of leaves by mark z. danielewski
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inspiration

vas: an opera in flatland by steve tomasula / designed by stephen farrell
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concept origination

The title of the project, The Eighth Sentence, is an overt reference to the 

content matter of the brief itself. The final episode in James Joyce’s Ulysses 

is a soliloquy from the protagonist’s wife, Molly Bloom. This soliloquy is an 

unfiltered stream-of-consciousness that is segmented into eight sentences. 

As the required content used for the brief was the eighth and final sentence 

of the novel, the project title’s inspiration felt natural and succint. 

Thematically, the word “sentence” is also used in two ways here. In the 

literal sense that the provided content is only one sentence, but also the 

conceptual implementation of Leopold Bloom’s character being confined 

within “red boxes” or “prison cells”, as he serves out his sentence, being 

forced to read, or maybe hear, Molly’s manic ramblings. The red boxes and 

Leopold’s relationship to them are a creative liberty and have no relation to 

the original writing. 

They are used solely to propel my narrative and interpretation of the text.
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concept origination

In terms of format, a book was designed and created to echo and 

accompany the medium from which the brief is initially derived. 

Fascinating things occur when the schools of typography and literature 

marry and, in essence, cannot be separated because they rely so heavily 

on one another to work in concert. Different arrangements of words reflect 

various meanings. Placement of commas, line breaks, usage of en and em 

dashes change how we read the text. A designer can warp, orient, or scale 

type and alter how we ultimately feel about what were seeing on the page 

or computer screen. 
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design development

The content matter of Molly Bloom’s soliloquy was a direct influence on 

the flow and shape of the final product. It was vital to know the entire 

story of Ulysses to piece together Molly’s jargon; so that’s where a lot of the 

research took place...listening to the audio book. 

After having an understanding of Joyce’s writing, I was able to parse out a 

meta-narrative or underlying theme in the sentence. I deduced that I 

wanted this book to focus on the romantic quality of Molly and Leopold 

Bloom’s relationship by authoring Leopold’s perspective and responses 

to Molly and fixating on instances where Molly is specifically talking to 

Leopold, as if he was able to hear her.

The content was reformatted and punctuated to create rhythm, 

admittedly difficult to read at times, but done so purposefully. 

The shape of each page was a reaction to the content. Molly is an 

unreliable, indecisive and irrational narrator so I wanted to mimic the 

flow of the type so it corresponded with the words on the page. 

Punctuating the content was also a vital approach to the project. In order to 

read the content rhythmically and "musically", it needed certain starting and 

stopping points to clarify certain means which were otherwise obtuse.
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design development

In terms of spread design and layout, the approach was a reactionary one, 

and some times impulsive and experimental. In a sense, I wanted to reflect 

what I was reading and how it looked in my head as I was reading it. There 

is a visual aesthetic that needed to stay consistent and that was a founda-

tional parameter I made sure to follow. 

There is also a specific balance I wanted to maintain in regards to the 

amount of content on each page or spread. Some pages would have the 

content treated more than others depending on the context and the pages' 

physical placement within the book. It was important that the reader gets a 

break, at least visually, from what they were looking at, let alone having to 

read it.
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design development

front cover

An image of roses was heavily manipulated to to correspond thematically 

to the book’s innards with inklings romance, mystery, distortion, rhythm, 

and flow in mind during production. This is the only instance an image is 

applied within the project to mimic contemporary publishing standards of 

full-color imagery being the basis for the cover and inside content being 

typographically focused.

photo credit: biel morro / unsplash.com

key

On pages 6 and 7, a key is provided to justify changes in Molly's 

visual lexicons and to create a distinction between the two characters 

that speak throughout the narrative. 

objects in red

These serve as small moments where the reader gets a reaction from 

Leopold. Restraining Leopold within a box denotes the separation of the 

two characters and his concealment from his wife. The goal was to have 

them close and distant at the same time—much like in Ulysses where 

they're lying next to eachother meanwhile emotionally estranged.
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design development

color

Molly Bloom 
Leopold Bloom 

typography

Adobe Garamond Pro and FreightSans Pro Bold were the two typefaces used 

throughout the entire project. Much like in House of Leaves, the typefaces 

would change depending on the speaker. I chose this approach in my project 

to differentiate between the two characters.

Adobe Garamond Pro was used because of its warm quality and how it natu-

rally makes it easier for the reader's eyes to follow large quantities of text.

When doing type studies, Adobe Garamond Pro needed to be paired with 

something that would be a sans serif, to distinguish itself both visually and 

conceptually, representing a separate speaker. FreightSans Pro was 

chosen because it has variety of different styles that paired well with 

Adobe Garamond Pro, even though only the Bold style was used to 

keep Leopold's voice consistent, contrast to Molly's.

c/88 m/58 y/0 k/0 c/15 m/100 y/0 k/0
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design development

adobe garamond pro           freightsans pro bold

Handgloves
Handgloves
Handgloves
Handgloves
Handgloves
Handgloves

HandglovesHandgloves

Handgloves
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design development

notes + early concept sketches

Early notes exploring the format of the Ulysses and the themes 

of the novel.

Sketch where the idea for using red came to fruition.
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design development

notes + early concept sketches

Early concepts of the main approach. Initially to be printed on 

sheet music to play off of the rhythmic approach.

Analog visual demonstration of the narrator's voice. 

Breaks, spaces, and scattered text as a reaction to the content.
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design development

notes + early concept sketches

First attempt at rhythmic line breaking influenced by written 

poetry formats. red also comes into the design process.

Analog sketches were abandoned in favor to digital to 

efficiently with line breaks and rhythm. This is also where

the typeface choices were established.

no.

that’s no way for him.

has he no manners?

nor no refinement? 

nor no nothing in his nature?

slapping us behind like that on my bottom 

because I didn’t call him Hugh the ignoramus 

that doesn’t know poetry from a cabbage.

that’s what you get

for not keeping them in their proper place.

pulling off his shoes and trousers 

there on the chair, before me 

so barefaced, without 

even asking permission 

and standing out that vulgar way 

in the half of a shirt they wear to be admired 

like a priest or a butcher or those old hypocrites 

in the time of Julius Caesar.

of course he’s right.

enough in his way to pass the time

as a joke sure you might as well be in bed.
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design development

process

Raw typography set in Adobe Garamond Pro. 

Untreated and unpunctuated.

Second step was reformatting and punctuating 

the content. 
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design development

final outcome
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after that o n l y , I suppose, the half of those sailors
are rotten again with d i s e a s e . 

O, move over your big carcass,
out of that for the love of Mike. 

listen to him, the winds that waft my sighs to thee, 
so well he may sleep and sigh the great Suggester Don Poldo de 

then he goes home to his wife.

in their silk hats 
that K C lives up somewhere 

this way coming out of Hardwicke lane 
the night he gave us the fish supper 

on account of winning over the boxing match,

of course it was for me he gave it, 
I knew him by his gaiters,and the walk, 
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and I’m to be slooching around,

down in the kitchen to get his lordship his breakfast

while he’s rolled up like a mummy.

will I indeed...

did you ever see me 
r u n n i n g ?

I’d just like to see myself at it;

show them attention and they treat you like dirt.

I  d o n ’ t  c a r e  w h a t  a n y b o d y  s a y s . 

it’d be much better for the world to be governed by the women in it. 

you wouldn’t see women going and killing one another and slaughtering.

when do you ever see women rolling around drunk like they do?

or gambling every penny they have and losing it on horses?

⌘⌘

Love sick,

or sea sick?

Anchored, 

in this relationship.
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design development

final outcome
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sources

ulysses audiobook

by James Joyce / narrated by Jim Morton

house of leaves

by Mark Z. Danielewski

vas: an opera in flatland

by Steve Tomasula / designed by Stephen Farrell

cliffsnotes

https://www.cliffsnotes.com/literature/u/ulysses/book-summary

sparknotes

https://www.sparknotes.com/lit/ulysses/


